Abstract. For a dynamical system (X; T ) and function f : X ! R d we consider the corresponding generalised rotation set. We present a new approach to studying the entropy of rotation vectors in terms of equilibrium states. We relate this to the lost and directional ergodic measures and directional entropy introduced by Geller & Misiurewicz 14]. If (X; T ) is a mixing subshift of nite type, and f is of summable variation, we prove that at interior points of the rotation set the (directional) entropy is attained by a (unique) lost measure, and at exposed points it is attained by a directional measure. This sharpens and extends results in 14]. At non-exposed boundary points we show this classi cation breaks down completely. Our approach yields a new proof of a result of Marcus & Tuncel 31] characterising the faces of the weight-persymbol polytope of a Markov chain.
We call f ( ) the rotation vector of the measure 2 M. The image f (M) is clearly compact and convex, since M is convex and weak compact, and f is a ne and continuous. We call f (M) the rotation set. For % 2 f (M) we call f ?1 (%) the rotation class of %. This general de nition of a rotation set has recently been studied by Blokh 7] An open question is to determine which compact convex sets can arise as such rotation sets. Kwapisz 23] has shown that any polygon whose vertices are at rational points in the plane is the rotation set of some homeomorphism of the two-torus. However such rotation sets need not be polygons 24] .
A di erent rotation set arises in the following way, motivated by Aubry-Mather theory 1], 34] and the work of Schwartzman 46] . Let M be a compact orientable Riemannian surface of genus g, with corresponding real homology space H 1 (M; R) = R 2g . Let M denote the set of probability measures on the unit tangent bundle T 1 so its image in R 2g is compact and convex. By choosing the coordinate functions of f : T 1 M ! R 2g to be the harmonic forms ! i , we see this image is the rotation set f (M). In fact this rotation set is precisely the unit ball for the stable norm (or Federer norm) on H 1 (M; R) (see 27] , 28], 32], 33] for more details). For surfaces of genus g 2, Massart 32 ] 33] has shown this rotation set is never strictly convex and never smooth. In particular, if a point of strict convexity on the boundary corresponds to a measure supported on a closed geodesic then the boundary is non-di erentiable at that point. See The points of non-di erentiability correspond to measures supported on certain periodic orbits.
A familiar rotation set is given by the spectrum of Lyapunov exponents of a smooth map T : X ! X of a Riemannian manifold.
To every T-invariant measure we associate its Lyapunov exponent R log jjDT x jj x d (x), and the set of all such exponents is a closed interval. This one-dimensional rotation set is less interesting geometrically, though challenging problems are to determine which measures correspond to the endpoints of the interval, and the way in which (maximal) entropy varies over the interval. Geller & Misiurewicz 14] recently considered rotation sets in a general setting, and introduced the notions of directional and lost ergodic measures. An ergodic measure is directional if all measures whose support is contained in the support of have the same rotation vector as . Otherwise an ergodic is called lost. The directional entropy H(%) of a rotation vector % is then de ned as the supremum of the entropies of those directional measures with rotation vector %. Geller & Misiurewicz 14] consider in detail the case of a mixing subshift of nite type, where the function f is constant on length-one cylinder sets. They show that the entropy of any ergodic measure can be approximated arbitrarily well by a directional measure with the same rotation vector. Furthermore, provided lies in the (relative) interior of the rotation set, its entropy can be approximated arbitrarily well by a lost measure with the same rotation vector.
One of the goals of this paper is to sharpen and extend these results in various directions. We rst consider the very general case where the function f is merely continuous, and the dynamical system (X; T) has upper semi-continuous entropy map h. This upper semi-continuity is guaranteed, for example, if T admits a nite generating partition (i.e. for all 2 M, the limiting re nement _ 1 i=0 T ?i agrees with the Borel -algebra up to sets of -measure zero) such that boundaries of sets in have zero measure for every invariant measure (see 21], Cor. 4.2.5).
In particular this includes all symbolic systems, since here the natural generating partition (by length-one cylinders) consists of sets without boundary, and hence as a special case all subshifts of nite type. Upper semi-continuity of h is also guaranteed (see 36]) if T is a C 1 map of a compact manifold.
In this context we prove (Proposition 6) that for any % in the relative interior of the rotation set, the directional entropy is achieved by a particular kind of equilibrium state in this rotation class.
Next we specialize to the case of (X; T) a mixing subshift of nite type. Here our assumption on f is that it is of summable variation (in particular this includes all locally constant functions). We prove that in the relative interior of the rotation set, the directional entropy is achieved (uniquely) by a lost measure in this rotation class. Moreover, this lost measure is always an equilibrium state from a distinguished d-parameter family.
By contrast, if % is an exposed point of the relative boundary of the rotation set, it cannot contain any lost measures (Proposition 5), and its directional entropy is attained by at least one directional measure in this rotation class (Proposition 8).
Thus at exposed and interior points we have a classi cation of the relation between directional entropy and directional and lost measures. However, we show by a succession of examples that no such classication exists for non-exposed boundary points %. Here H(%) may be attained uniquely by a lost measure, uniquely by a directional measure, by both a lost and a directional measure, or by neither.
Our approach is motivated by thermodynamic formalism, in particular the theory of pressure and equilibrium states developed by Ruelle 44] , 45] and Walters 49] , 50]. After brie y recalling some notions from convex geometry in section 2, we develop some thermodynamic ideas in section 3. We relate (Theorem 1) the rotation set to the image of the subdi erential of a certain pressure function, and prove it can be parametrised by the rotation vectors of a d-dimensional family of equilibrium states. In section 4 we consider subshifts of nite type, and review facts about equilibrium states for su ciently regular (potential) functions. In section 5 we prove a new version of a powerful lemma due independently to Bousch and Mañ e, which is later used to study the boundary of the rotation set. In section 6 we de ne an entropy function H (which is not the same as H) on the rotation set, and show (Theorem 2, Theorem 3) it is completely determined by the d-parameter family of equilibrium states. In section 7 we show how lost and directional measures are related to various regions of the rotation set. In section 8 we prove (Theorem 4) that the entropy functions H and H coincide except possibly at non-exposed boundary points, and deduce the results described above. In section 9 we specialize to locally constant functions, in which case the rotation set is a polyhedron 53]. We give a new proof (Theorem 5) of a result of Marcus & Tuncel 31] that each face of the polyhedron itself corresponds to a subshift of nite type. Sections 10 and 11 consist of examples of the range of pathological behaviour possible at non-exposed boundary points.
Our Combining these inequalities, and dividing by t (which we now assume to be positive) we obtain, for all m t 2 ES v:f+th:f ,
We will argue that as t # 0 the right-hand side of (2) 
We would like to discuss the interior of f (M), and show it is a subset of (and in good cases is equal to) f (M f (R d )). To avoid making vacuous statements we consider the relative interior of f (M) (see x2). Corollary 2. Let (X; T) be a dynamical system for which the entropy map is upper semi-continuous, and suppose f : X ! R d is continuous.
Herep denotes the convex conjugate of p (see 43] x12), and dom(p) its domain of de nition.
Taking the closure followed by the relative interior of all sets in (4) gives the equality ri(@p(R d )) = ri(dom(p)). Combining this equality with (4) gives ri(@p(R d )) @p(R d ): (5) Now we just take relative interiors of the equality established in Theorem 1 to obtain ri(f (M)) = ri(@p(R d )), then apply (5) to complete the proof. 
Subshifts of finite type
Consider the nite set f1; : : : ; kg with the discrete topology. Let A be a k k matrix of zeros and ones. De ne X = X A to be the set of all two-sided sequences x = (x n ) 1 n=?1 for which x n 2 f1; : : : ; kg and A(x n ; x n+1 ) = 1 for all n 2 Z. We give X A the Tychonov product topology, and call it the two-sided subshift of nite type de ned by A.
We have a corresponding one-sided subshift of nite type X + A dened as the set of all one-sided sequences x = (x n ) 1 n=1 for which x n 2 f1; : : : ; kg and A(x n ; x n+1 ) = 1 for all n 1. Clearly X A is the natural extension of X + A . If x = (x n ) 2 X + A and 1 i k is such that A(i; x 1 ) = 1 we let ix denote the element y = (y n ) 2 X + A de ned by y 1 = i, y n+1 = x n for n 1.
The only map we ever consider on either a one-sided or a two-sided subshift of nite type X is the shift map de ned by (Tx) n = x n+1 . For this reason we also refer to the pair (X; T) as a subshift of nite type.
A subshift of nite type is (topologically) mixing if the matrix A is aperiodic (i.e. there exists n 2 N with A n (i; j) > 0 for all 1 i; j k).
A mixing subshift of nite type has positive topological entropy and a unique measure of maximal entropy, 38]. The set M of invariant measures is large. In particular, the set of ergodic measures supported on a periodic orbit is weak dense in M. Consequently the set of rotation vectors of such atomic measures is dense in any rotation set f (M) for continuous f.
For a subshift of nite type X, let C(X) denote the space of continuous real-valued functions on X, equipped with the uniform norm j j 1 . Given x = (x i ) 2 X we let n (x) = (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) if X is one-sided, and n (x) = (x ?n ; : : : ; x n ) if X is two-sided. A cylinder of length n is any set of the form fy 2 X : n (y) = n (x)g for some x 2 X. For ' : X ! R we de ne var n (') = max n (x)= n(y) j'(x) ? '(y)j:
We say ' has summable variation if P 1 n=1 var n (') < 1. We say a continuous function ' is H older of exponent 2 (0; 1) if there exists K > 0 such that var n (') < K n . Note that any H older continuous function has summable variation.
If ' : X ! R is H older of exponent we de ne j'j = supf ?n var n (') : n 0g. Let F (X) denote the space of -H older functions equipped with the Banach norm jj jj de ned by jj'jj = j'j + j'j 1 .
Let C 0 (X) (resp. F 0 (X)) denote the quotient space de ned by identifying those elements of C(X) (resp. F (X)) which di er by a constant. Note that var n ( ) is well-de ned on both C 0 (X) and F 0 (X). Moreover j j (which is not a norm on F (X)) lifts to a Banach norm (which we will also denote by j j ) on F 0 (X). We equip C 0 (X) with the quotient norm (which we also denote by j j 1 ) de ned by j j 1 = minfj'j 1 : ' 2 g = 1
We say a function f : X ! R d is of summable variation (resp. an element of F (X)) if all its coordinate functions are of summable variation (resp. elements of F (X)).
We say two real-valued functions are essentially cohomologous if their di erence is a function of the form T ? +c for some bounded Borel measurable function and some c 2 R. If c = 0 we say the functions are cohomologous. The function is called the cobounding function. We say a real-valued function is an essential coboundary if it is cohomologous to a constant. We say a vector-valued function ' : X ! R d is cohomologically full if its coordinate functions ' 1 ; : : : ; ' d are cohomologically independent (i.e. if all non-trivial linear combinations of the ' i are not essential coboundaries). We will often assume that our function f is cohomologically full, to guarantee that as a subset of R d it has interior (see Corollary 4) . Of course this is no essential restriction, as we can always choose some maximal cohomologically independent subset ' 1 ; : : : ; ' d 0, 0 d 0 < d, in which case f (M) will lie in some d 0 -dimensional hyperplane, which we can identify with R d 0 .
All our results will hold for both one-sided and two-sided mixing subshifts of nite type, though for convenience we will always work with one-sided systems. The justi cation for this is the following construction, due in the H older case to Sinai 47] , and in the summable variation case to Coelho & Quas 11] . Given a two-sided subshift of nite type X A , and a function f : X A ! R d of summable variation (resp. an element of F (X A )), there exists a function f + : X A ! R d of summable variation (resp. an element of F p (X)) which is cohomologous to f, and such that f + (x) = f + (y) whenever x n = y n for all n 1. Thus f + only depends on`future' coordinates, and so can be considered as a function on the one-sided space X + A . Since f; f + are cohomologous, their integrals with respect to any invariant measure are identical. ergodic average for g.
The weak compactness of M ensures a g-optimal measure exists, but in general it need not be unique. We now present a lemma which characterises optimal measures. The result is due to Bousch 9] , who proved it for T the doubling map of the circle, and g Lipschitz continuous. Our proof is adapted from his. 
Furthermore, if X is one-sided and g 2 F (X) then any such ' also belongs to F (X). If X is two-sided and g 2 F (X) then any such ' belongs to F p (X).
Proof. We will prove the result in the one-sided case, and then use the construction described in section 4 to deduce it for the two-sided case. Note M g (' + c) = M g (') + c for c 2 R, so that M g is well-de ned on the quotient space C 0 (X). We will show that M g has a xed point when acting on C 0 (X).
Let denote the set of 2 C 0 (X) for which var n ( ) P 1 j=n+1 var j (g) for all n 0. Note immediately that is convex and uniformly closed. By the Ascoli-Arzela theorem we deduce is uniformly compact. Next we will show that M g ( ) . Suppose n (x) = n (y). Given 2 , let the symbols 1 i x ; i y k be such that M g (x) = (g + )(i x x) and M g (y) = (g + )(i y y) (note i x ; i y need not be unique). Here for notational convenience we write g to denote its equivalence class in C 0 (X). Since X is of nite type, and n (x) = n (y), then we know i x y 2 X and i y x 2 X, so we have M g ( )( Thus M g is a continuous map from the compact convex set to itself, and hence by the Schauder-Tychonov theorem it admits a xed point 2 C 0 (X).
That is, there exists ' 2 C(X) and C g 2 R such that M g (') = ' + C g . That is, '(x) + C g = max Note that r 0. Consider the set r ?1 (0) of zeros of r. It is certainly non-empty, since any z 2 X has at least one pre-image in r ?1 (0). Indeed this observation ensures any nite intersection \ N n=0 T ?n (r ?1 (0)) is non-empty, and hence that \ 1 n=0 T ?n (r ?1 (0)) is also non-empty. Moreover, this subset of r ?1 (0) is T-invariant, and therefore supports at least one T-invariant probability measure. That is, there exists at least one m 2 M such that supp(m) r ?1 (0). Now let 2 M be arbitrary. Integrating (9) with respect to gives ?
Now the left-hand side of (10) is non-positive, since r 0. Therefore we deduce that R g d C g for all 2 M. However if now m 2 M satis es supp(m) r ?1 (0) then the left-hand side of (10) is zero, so that R g dm = C g . Therefore we have that C g = Q(g), the optimal ergodic average for g. We n , so that in fact ' 2 F (X). If X is two-sided we rst nd a function g + 2 F p which is cohomologous to g and depends only on future coordinates, and then apply the above argument.
The following are immediate consequences of the Bousch-Mañ e lemma.
Corollary 5. Let (X; T) be a subshift of nite type, and g : X ! R be of summable variation. Suppose 2 M is g-optimal, and m 2 M satis es supp(m) supp( ). Then m is also g-optimal.
Corollary 6. Let (X; T) be a subshift of nite type, and g : X ! R be of summable variation. If there is a unique g-optimal measure 2 M, then the restriction of T to supp( ) is uniquely ergodic.
6. An entropy function
De nition 5. Given a dynamical system (X; T) we de ne the entropy function H on f (M) by H(%) = supfh( ) : f ( ) = %g: Note immediately that H is concave, and therefore continuous, since h is upper semi-continuous. In section 8 we will de ne a slightly di erent entropy function H, the directional entropy, which in general will be discontinuous at the boundary of the rotation set. 
Thus f ( ) = f ( 1 ) + (1 ? )f ( 2 ), and extremality of % = f ( ) implies f ( 1 ) = % = f ( 2 ). But now since 1 ; 2 2 f ?1 (%), (11) implies is not extremal in f ?1 (%), a contradiction. Thus must be ergodic. Hence is directional, by (a). 
Proposition 6. Let (X; T) be a dynamical system for which the entropy map is upper semi-continuous, and suppose f : X ! R d is continuous. Directional entropy H is equal to the entropy function H in the relative interior of f (M).
Proof. Let % 2 ri(f (M)). Now H(%) H(%) from the de nitions, so it remains to prove the reverse inequality. By Theorem 2 we can choose an ergodic equilibrium state m for which H(%) = h(m). Therefore we have
The rst equality is by choice of m, and the second equality by Lemma 5. The middle inequality is because G(m) E f (%), and the nal equality is by Lemma 4. Summarising the results of this section we have Theorem 4. Let (X; T) be a mixing subshift of nite type, and suppose f : X ! R d has summable variation. Then H = H at all interior and exposed points. In the interior H is attained by a unique measure in the rotation class, and this measure is lost. At exposed points H is attained by at least one directional measure, and is not attained by any lost measures. Proof. This follows from Proposition 7 and Proposition 8.
Rotation sets for locally constant functions
Let X = X A be a mixing subshift of nite type. We say f : X ! R d is locally constant (or alternatively that f depends on nitely many coordinates) if var n (') = 0 for some n. Clearly such a function is of summable variation.
By passing to a higher block presentation of X (see 25] p. 12) we can consider any locally constant function as being constant on cylinders of length two (i.e. var 3 (f) = 0). Let us recall the details of this construction. Suppose f is constant on cylinders of length n, so that f(x) = f(x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) for all x 2 X. We now de ne a new subshift of nite type Y whose alphabet consists of all allowed words of length n ? 1 in X, and where the only allowed transitions in Y are from a symbol (x 1 ; : : : ; x n?1 ) to a symbol (x 2 ; : : : ; x n ), where (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) is an allowed word of length n for X. Then f can be considered as a function of the two variables (x 1 ; : : : ; x n?1 ), (x 2 ; : : : ; x n ) instead of the n variables x 1 ; : : : ; x n . The subshift of nite type Y is conjugate to X (where the conjugacy is given by the sliding block code de ning the passage to a higher block presentation).
Let G be the Markov graph of (X; T). That is, G is the directed graph with vertices labelled by the alphabet B, and an arrow from i to j if and only if A(i; j) = 1. The transitivity of (X; T) means that for any two vertices i; j there is a path in G from i to j. A path b 1 ; : : : ; b n+1 in G is called a loop if b 1 = b n+1 , and can be identi ed with a periodic point x 2 X de ned by x i = b i (mod n) . The corresponding periodic orbit supports a unique invariant measure 2 M. We say a loop, and its corresponding periodic orbit, and the periodic points in the periodic orbit, are elementary if the loop is not the concatenation of two strictly smaller loops. There are nitely many elementary loops.
Any loop in G is formed by a nite number of concatenations of elementary loops. Any subset L 1 ; : : : ; L s of elementary loops generates a directed graph G 0 , which is a subgraph of G. This is the Markov graph for precisely one subshift of nite type, X 0 X say. We call X 0 the subshift of nite type generated by the loops L 1 ; : : : ; L s . Note that in general such subshifts of nite type need not be transitive, but the construction by closed loops ensures they are non-wandering.
The following result was proved by Ziemian 53]. Proof. Passing to a higher block presentation of X we can consider f as a function of two coordinates, and then use Lemma 6.
We now consider the faces of rotation sets f (M). For a given face F, the union of the supports of those measures whose rotation vectors lie in F is clearly a T-invariant subset of X. We now show that if f is locally constant then this invariant set is itself a subshift of nite type. This result is essentially proved (by a di erent method) in the article of Marcus & Tuncel 31] , who de ned the weight-per-symbol polytope of a Markov chain. This polytope is the rotation set of a locally constant function de ned from the transition probabilities of the Markov chain. all interior and exposed points of the rotation set. In this section and the next we show that, by contrast, almost anything can happen at non-exposed points on the boundary of f (M). All our examples are of functions f : X ! R 2 of summable variation (indeed often locally constant). X is always a full shift, and apart from Example 2 can always be taken as the full shift on two symbols. To obtain our examples we will repeatedly use certain constructions. Firstly, if is a metric on X which induces the product topology, and Y X is a subshift, then the function g(x) = ? (x; Y ) is Lipschitz continuous with respect to , and any g-optimal measures must have support contained in Y .
If our dynamical system (X; T) were smooth, we could also choose a smooth non-positive function g which vanishes on Y (indeed to obtain Example 2 we do precisely this, and then project down to a full shift). Of course this method would fail in the analytic category, though it is known that analytic functions can have their unique optimal measure supported on a Cantor set (see 9], 20]).
Secondly, if 1 , 2 are distinct invariant measures we can certainly choose a continuous (indeed locally constant) function ' : X ! R with
Thirdly, we will choose various subshifts Y X with a prescribed number of invariant measures. A convenient class of subshifts for realising this are Toeplitz subshifts (see for example 52]). These subshifts are always minimal, but can be very far from uniquely ergodic. Indeed any abstract simplex can arise as the set M Y of invariant measures for a Toeplitz subshift Y 12] . In particular we will use that for any n 2 N, there exists a Toeplitz subshift (with positive entropy if necessary) with exactly n ergodic measures. Clearly if the rotation set of g : Y ! R is not a single point then all these ergodic measures are lost with respect to g.
Finally, we will also use a result of Grillenberger 15 ] that given any ergodic measure for some full shift, there is some uniquely ergodic measure 0 on the same full shift which has the same entropy as .
In this section we consider the possible behaviour at non-exposed extremal points. Such points % must always contain an ergodic measure in their rotation class (indeed any extremal point of the rotation class is necessarily ergodic, by the argument used in part of the proof of Proposition 5(b)), so the entropy function H(%) will always be realised by either a directional or a lost measure, or possibly both. We now show that indeed these three cases can all arise. Example 2. % non-exposed extremal, H(%) = H(%), attained uniquely by a directional measure.
Let (X; T) be the full shift on the four symbols f0; 1; 2; 3g, which we will identify, via 4-adic expansions, with the map x 7 ! 4x (mod 1) on the unit interval. We will describe a C 1 function f 2 on the interval (indeed we can choose it C 1 ) which will project to a H older function on X.
Let f 2 be a non-positive C 1 function which vanishes on the interval 1 3 ; 2 3 ], and also on all points 1 3 ? 1 4 n , n 1. So projecting onto X, f 2 vanishes on the full shift on symbols f1; 2g, and all points (x j ) for which x j = 1 for 1 j n and x j = 0 for j n. Let f 1 (x) = x on the unit interval. Let f = (f 1 ; f 2 ). Then the line segment from ( 1 3 ; 0) to ( 2 3 ; 0) lies on the boundary of the rotation set of f. In particular, the extremal point % = ( 1 3 ; 0) only contains one measure in its rotation class, namely the Dirac measure on the xed point 1 interior of one of these faces we deduce that there is a lost measure in f ?1 (%) which (uniquely) attains H(%).
If % is a non-extremal boundary point then there need not be any ergodic measures in its rotation class, as the next two examples show.
Example 5. % non-extremal, H(%) = H(%), but not attained by any ergodic measure.
Take X and f as in Example 4. The face from (0; 0) to (1; 1) of the rotation set corresponds to the non-transitive subshift of nite type consisting of the two xed points. In particular, if we choose a rotation vector % lying in the relative interior of this face then the corresponding rotation class consists of a single measure, which is some non-trivial convex combination of the Dirac measures 0 , 1 supported on the xed points of X. In particular there are no ergodic measures (and hence no lost or directional measures) with rotation number %. Remark 7. One might object that the absence of an ergodic measure from a rotation class, as in Example 6, is a rather trivial way for H to not be attained by a lost measure. In the next two examples, however, we show that this can occur even if the rotation class contains ergodic measures. Example 7 is in a sense optimal, in that one coordinate function is constant on cylinders of length two, and the other is constant on cylinders of length one. By Theorem 5.7 of 14] we cannot concoct such examples if both coordinate functions are constant on cylinders of length one. In such a case, if % is non-extremal, and f ?1 (%) contains an ergodic measure, then f ?1 (%) must also contain a lost measure. 
